Objective: Temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) is often associated with memory deficits.
| INTRODUCTION
Cognitive comorbidities in individuals with epilepsy often include memory problems. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] However, the mechanisms underlying memory deficits in epilepsy are not understood. Sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) are high-frequency (140-250 Hz) oscillations observed on the local field potential (LFP) recordings in the hippocampus during periods of immobility or slow-wave sleep, that is, during "offline" behavioral states. 8 The SWRs are cognitively important events, because reactivation of spatial and episodic memory traces takes place during SWRs in the form of replayed neuronal firing sequences, 9, 10 and interference with SWRs impairs memory. 11, 12 The selective replay of specific neuronal sequences is believed to contribute to the stabilization of a memory engram, [13] [14] [15] and recent evidence
indicates that increased and less-selective neuronal firing in the hippocampus during SWRs may contribute to the problems of spatial and episodic memory consolidation in epilepsy. 16 Given the intense interest and considerable clinical relevance of high-frequency oscillations in epilepsy, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and the paucity of data on SWR-related firing from rigorously identified cells in the chronically epileptic hippocampus, we carried out a series of targeted experiments to investigate the SWR-related discharges of CA1 pyramidal cells (PCs) in an experimental model of temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE) in mice. There has been increasing recognition that CA1 PCs are heterogeneous, with respect to both firing patterns during network oscillations and limbic circuit heterogeneity. 22 , 23 We chose to focus on the PCs located in the deep subdivision of the CA1 PC (dPC) layer in order to reduce variability and because these deep cells may be more vulnerable to seizure-induced injury. 24, 25 Compared to superficial PCs (sPCs), dPCs are more likely to have place cells and fire at higher rates, and are more strongly modulated by slow oscillations during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, and receive stronger innervation from the CA2 area that is thought to be important for SWR initiation. 23 To avoid confounds from direct damage to hippocampal cells within the CA1 from chemoconvulsants or seizure-induced apoptosis, we performed a unilateral injection of kainic acid in the amygdala to generate TLE in mice. In this model of TLE, neuronal cell loss and resultant gliosis occurs in the amygdala and the CA3 subfield of the hippocampus, with relative sparing of the CA1 region. [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] Chronic TLE was verified with video-electroencephalography (EEG) for each mouse, and non-invasive (ie, without disturbance of the intracellular milieu) juxtacellular electrophysiologic recording techniques 31 were employed in awake control and TLE mice followed by post hoc identification of the recorded dPCs in CA1.
The results show that in this model of TLE, the frequency of intraripple oscillations are increased, while the frequency of occurrence of ripples is decreased. There is no change in the high-frequency oscillations when SWRs, epileptiform interictal discharges, and high-frequency, socalled fast ripples (FRs; >250 Hz 32, 33 ) are considered together. These results are similar to previous results from kindled rats 34 indicating a potential conversion of normalfrequency ripples to pathologic LFP events. During SWRs, CA1 dPCs fired significantly more, and the enhanced discharges could also be found outside SWRs during periods of immobility. These results obtained from an animal model where the primary epileptogenic insult is outside of the hippocampus (ie, in the amygdala) support the recent findings of Valero et al 16 indicating a persistent disturbance of SWR-related firing of CA1 deep and sPCs in the intraperitoneal injection of kainate model of chronic TLE in rats. Given the known association of TLE with cognition and memory, 6, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] the crucial role of SWRs in the reactivation of memory engram-related neuronal ensembles offline, and the role of inhibitory interneuron-principal cell interactions in SWR generation, 8 our results are consistent with the critical importance of appropriate patterns of network activity for hippocampal memory functions.
| MATERIALS AND METHODS
All experiments were carried out at the University of California, Irvine, and conducted in accordance with the policies of the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at that institution. 
Key Points

| Intraamygdala kainate injection to induce epilepsy
We anesthetized 15-week-old male C57BL/6J mice with isoflurane for the surgery. The timeline in Figure S1 describes [41] [42] [43] After the KA injection, mice were singly housed in enriched environments under a 12-hour light/dark cycle.
| EEG recordings
Twenty weeks after intracranial injection, we implanted a stainless steel head plate to allow for in vivo electrophysiologic recordings (day 1), with the opening 2 mm behind bregma. This was affixed to the skull with a thin layer of cyanoacrylate glue. 44 On day 2, we implanted two twisted bipolar electrodes in the left dorsal hippocampus (contralateral to the KA injection site) to verify the presence of spontaneous seizures (with respect to bregma, 2.6 mm posterior, 1.75 mm to the right, and 1.4 mm ventral). Dental cement was used to fill in the head-stage implant and secure the EEG electrode. Different electrodes were used for electrophysiology to record ripples and single cell spikes (see subsequent text). Postmortem analysis revealed the tip of these electrodes to be either in CA1 or CA3. Video-EEG monitoring was performed from days 10-14. EEG data were digitized by an NI USB-6221-BNC digitizer (National Instruments) sampled at 500-1000 Hz. 45 Mice were observed with video monitoring for 5 days, 24 hours a day, maintaining the 12-hour light/dark cycles. Telemetry recording units were located above the cages and mice were allowed to move freely and accessed food and water ad libitum. Continuous EEG signals were analyzed with a custom-written program in MATLAB for seizure detection only, and then seizures were verified manually by inspecting the EEG trace and the video footage. 46 Seizure duration was measured on the EEG. Mouse behavior and severity of seizures were scored according to a modified Racine scale. 47, 48 Only seizures reaching class 5 (rearing and falling) were utilized in the analysis. Of note, we have 5 days of full video-EEG data (presented in Figure 1 ) for only 7 of 10 epileptic mice due to a software crash, but the three mice for which all of the data were not available were also confirmed to have spontaneous seizures.
| In vivo electrophysiology
On day 15, mice were placed atop a spherical treadmill consisting of a polystyrene ball suspended above a stainless steel bowl for training. 49 On day 16, mice underwent concurrent in vivo LFP and juxtacellular recordings while resting on the polystyrene ball. For details of the juxtacellular recordings, please see Supplementary Methods and Figure S1 .
| Statistics and data analysis
Statistical significance was determined using GraphPad Prism. Data that met assumptions of normality and equal variance underwent parametric tests. Otherwise, nonparametric equivalents were used. Specific statistical tests used are indicated in the Results section. All data are presented as mean ± standard deviation. We consider P < 0.05 to be significant. Exact P-values are reported unless P < 0.0001. Calculation of circular statistics was performed in Excel (Microsoft Corp.) via the Watson-Williams method. 50, 51 Analysis of oscillations, interictal discharges (IEDs), and spike timing within the oscillations was performed using custom MATLAB software; for details see Supplementary Methods and Figure S1 .
| Immunohistochemical analysis
Two to four hours after labeling of the recorded cell, mice were deeply anesthetized and intracardially perfused (4% paraformaldehyde, 0.05% glutaraldehyde, and 0.2% picric acid). After fixation overnight, brains were sectioned to a thickness of 60-70 μm using a Leica Vibratome (VT1000s). To visualize filled neurons from juxtacellular recordings, we employed the avidin-biotin-peroxidase method (Vectastain elite ABC). All cells used in the analysis were verified as dPCs through this method. The neuron and neurites were traced with a 63× objective and a drawing tube. Digital reconstructions were finalized with Adobe Photoshop CS5. Nissl staining was performed with incubation in 1:100 avidin-biotinylated-peroxidase followed by fluorescein isothiocyanate and avidin-D.
| RESULTS
| Kainate injection into the amygdala induces chronic spontaneous seizures in mice
Because we were interested in network effects of chronic epilepsy, we performed all experiments 21 weeks after the intraamygdala injection of kainate. Prior studies have shown that spontaneous seizures persist at least up to 3 months after status epilepticus. 52, 53 We therefore first obtained EEG recordings to verify that the mice continued to experience spontaneous electroclinical seizures at the 21-week time point ( Figure 1A) . Each of the epileptic mice had at least two seizures/d ( Figure 1B 
| Chronic seizures alter the network properties of sharp wave ripples
We next investigated the characteristics of SWRs in the CA1 region of chronically epileptic mice. SWRs are brief, highfrequency oscillations (defined as 140-250 Hz in this article; note that the exact frequency band varies somewhat between studies), which occur in the hippocampus and are critical for memory consolidation. 8 In humans, ripples of similar frequency are associated with the seizure-onset zone in patients undergoing epilepsy surgery. 56 Nevertheless, the behavior of SWRs in vivo in animal models of TLE has not yet been elucidated.
We performed LFP recordings in the CA1 of awake, headfixed mice during quiet wakefulness (walking/resting). We finetuned the exact location of the recording electrode within the CA1 layer to maximize the amplitude of SWRs. Representative SWRs from control and TLE mice are illustrated in Figure 2A . The frequency of occurrence of SWRs was significantly decreased in TLE mice as compared to controls ( Figure 2B , CON: 0.18 ± 0.068 ripples/s, TLE: 0.095 ± 0.036 ripples/s; P = 0.006). The overall duration of each ripple was also shorter in the mice with chronic seizures ( Figure 2C, CON: 61.85 ± 4.94 msec, TLE: 53.98, ± 7.92 msec; P = 0.035, unpaired t test). However, the frequency of oscillations within the SWRs was increased in epileptic mice ( Figure 2D , CON: 155 ± 9.86 Hz, TLE: F I G U R E 3 Increased firing of deep CA1 pyramidal cells during sharp-wave ripples (SWRs) in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). A, Concurrent juxtacellular single-cell activity (juxta) and local field potential network activity (LFP) demonstrating SWRs in control and epileptic mice. LFP traces filtered at 140-250 Hz. Scale bars: 50 msec, 0.2 mV. B, Camera lucida reconstruction of a Neurobiotin-filled deep pyramidal cell (dPC) (Vector Labs) in a control mouse (left) and in an epileptic mouse (right). Dendrites (black) and axon (orange) are reconstructed from three consecutive sections of 70 μm each. Layers of CA1 labeled as follows: Or, oriens; Pyr, pyramidal cell layer; Rad, radiatum; S-LM, stratum lacunosum-moleculare. Scale bars: 100 μm. C, D, Single cells exhibit increased firing frequency both during (C) and between (D) SWRs in epileptic mice when compared with control (* indicates P < 0.05). E, Wind rose plot in polar coordinates demonstrating the modulation strength (r) and preferred phase of firing (θ) of CA1 dPCs during SWRs in control and epileptic animals. The arrows are vectors representing the mean values. CA1 dPCs fire preferentially during the trough in both groups of animals, but the SWR exerts a higher degree of modulation on firing rate in the TLE animals
179.2 ± 17.98 Hz; P = 0.006, unpaired t test). The two experimental groups did not demonstrate differences in the number of oscillatory cycles per ripple ( Figure 2E , CON: 8.74 ± 0.76 cycles/ripple, TLE: 8.79 ± 1.72 cycles/ripple; P = 0.94, unpaired t test). Given the decrease in the frequency of SWR occurrence, we postulated that this might have been accompanied by the appearance of pathologic oscillations and discharges. Indeed, we detected the occurrence of IEDs and FRs in epileptic, but not control, animals ( Figure 2F , CON IED: 0 Hz, 0/7 mice, TLE IED: 0.05 ± 0.05 Hz, 10/10 mice, P = 0.0001; CON FR: 0 Hz, 0/7 mice, TLE FR: 0.024 ± 0.047 Hz, 3/10 mice, mean includes 0 values, P = 0.23, Mann-Whitney test, example traces Figure 2H ). We then compared the overall frequency of all tested oscillations and discharges SWRs, FRs, and IEDs (SFIs) between control and epileptic animals and found no change in the frequency of these groups of events ( Figure 2G ; CON: 0.177 ± 0.068 Hz; TLE: 0.169 ± 0.089 Hz, P = 0.85, unpaired t test).
| Individual deep CA1 pyramidal cells fire more during sharp-wave ripples
The preceding results demonstrate that epilepsy alters the network properties of SWRs. Due to the important contribution of CA1 PC firing to the generation of SWRs, we hypothesized that single CA1 cells might fire differently during SWRs after chronic seizures. We chose to specifically record from the deep CA1 pyramidal cells (dPCs; located 20-40 μm from the stratum radiatum 25 ) in order to have a homogenous cell type to study. We performed juxtacellular recordings in dPCs simultaneously with the above LFP recordings in 7 control and 10 TLE mice ( Figure 3A ). CA1 dPCs from epileptic animals demonstrated aberrant sprouting into the stratum pyramidale ( Figure 3B : CON: n = 0/7, TLE: n = 4/10 with axonal arborization into stratum pyramidale and stratum radiatum; note that dendritic sprouting may also have taken place but was not quantified). Individual dPCs fired more frequently during these events in the epileptic mice as compared to controls ( Figure 3C , CON: 8.72 ± 6.0 Hz, TLE: 23.55 ± 14.81 Hz, P = 0.025, unpaired t test). In addition, the dPC neurons in epileptic animals fired more frequently also between SWRs in epileptic animals ( Figure 3D , CON: 0.90 ± 0.79 Hz, TLE: 4.06 ± 4.06 Hz, P = 0.005, Mann-Whitney test). Thus, there is a general increase in firing of dPCs both during and between SWRs.
Several studies have unequivocally demonstrated that CA1 PCs preferentially fire spikes during the trough phase of SWRs. 57, 58 Consistent with prior studies, the phase preference of dPCs in both control and epileptic animals occurs during the trough of the SWR oscillation ( Figure 3E ; CON: 351.0° ± 27, n = 7, TLE: 10.1° ± 30, n = 10, P = 0.34, Watson-Williams test). We then determined the modulation strength, that is, the amount of change that the SWR oscillation made to the CA1 firing pattern using custom MATLAB scripts as described previously (see Methods). 49 The modulation strength is dependent on the relative distributions of spikes during the oscillatory cycle, not only on the overall firing frequency. There was a significant increase in the strength of modulation of discharges during SWRs in CA1 dPCs from epileptic animals compared to those from control animals ( Figure 3E , CON: 0.23 ± 0.12, n = 7; TLE: 0.52 ± 0.13, n = 10; P = 0.0003, unpaired t test). In addition, we found that each individual cell was more likely to fire during a particular SWR in epileptic mice (percent of SWRs in which a given neuron fired at least one spike, CON: 38.9 ± 26.9%, range 21.4%-78.8%, n = 7; TLE 74.7 ± 30.8%, range 14.2%-100%, n = 10, P = 0.039). Indeed, in 3 of 10 epileptic mice, but 0 of 7 control mice, the recorded CA1 dPC fired during every single ripple. These results indicate that individual CA1 dPCs are more entrained to the SWRs and more likely to fire during a particular SWR in epileptic animals.
| DISCUSSION
In this study, we have shown that kainate injection into the amygdala leads to the development of chronic temporal lobe epilepsy in mice, lasting at least up to 21 weeks after the initial convulsive insult. We found that there are fewer SWRs in the hippocampus of amygdala-kindled epileptic animals than controls, but these SWRs oscillate at higher frequency. The epileptic animals also develop IEDs and FRs that do not occur in control animals. We found that rigorously identified dPCs fire more frequently in epileptic than control animals, and that a given cell is more likely to fire during each ripple, without a change in the phase preferential firing of the recorded cells. Finally, we found that the SWR oscillation has a stronger modulatory effect on the firing of CA1 dPCs in epileptic than control animals. We found that CA1 dPCs fire much more frequently in TLE. In these chronically epileptic animals, the firing rate is increased by a factor of 4.5 between SWRs and by a factor of 2.7 during SWRs. It has been shown that the timing of dPC spiking is precisely linked to the phase of SWR and is separate from the spike timing of sPCs. 59, 60 Therefore, the increased firing of dPCs in TLE may be relaying incorrect sequences during ripple-related memory replays, and in this manner contributing to memory-related cognitive dysfunction. In addition, the increased baseline firing rate could have implications for the ability of these cells to function as place cells. DPCs are more likely to participate in the generation of place fields than sPCs, 22, 61 and have distinct patterns of efferent projections to cortical and other subcortical areas. 23 This alteration of limbic network function could contribute to the memory deficits seen in rodents and patients with chronic epilepsy. Although we show an overall decrease in SWR frequency in epileptic mice, there are other studies that have shown the opposite. Notably, in the intrahippocampal kainate model of TLE, the rats that go on to develop epilepsy exhibit increased numbers of both ripples (similar to our SWRs) and FRs in the hippocampus. 62 The latter experiments were performed during the latent period of epileptogenesis (1-4 weeks after status). Of note, their results do show a slight down-trend in the frequency of SWRs and FRs at the end of their recording period (week 5). 62 Given that we are looking at dramatically different time points, and that our area of interest is outside of the origin of status (ie, the primary focus), we do not consider our results contradictory. Instead, we emphasize that further studies should investigate the properties of all SFIs together during the initial epileptogenic insult, the latent period, and over time during the phase of chronic seizures, both close to the primary focus and within the secondary seizure spread zone. For example, an interesting hypothesis that should be tested in the future is that the direction of the change in the frequency of ripple occurrence in TLE may be related to the degree of damage to the CA3 network, given that SWRs are thought to be triggered by the discharges of subpopulations of the CA3 pyramidal cells. 8 It has been proposed that seizures may represent pathologic perturbations of physiologic brain oscillations. 6, 8, 16, 32, [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] In support of this theory, the frequency of hippocampal SWRs decreases concomitantly with an increase in interictal discharges after kindling in rats. 34 There is a resultant decrease in the coupling between hippocampal SWRs and neocortical sleep spindles, which may contribute to the deficits in memory and cognition seen in patients with TLE. A detailed analysis of the spectral properties of SWRs and FRs in the intraperitoneal kainate rat model of TLE also revealed a trend toward a decrease of ripple frequency in epileptic when compared to control rats in CA1. 16 In the latter study, the ripples in the control rats were similar in frequency to our SWRs (ie, <250 Hz), and the ripples in the epileptic rats had a higher contribution of faster oscillations (250-600 Hz), similar to our FRs. Juxtacellular recordings in CA1 pyramidal cells showed increased firing during ripples in epileptic compared to control rats, 18 similar to our results. Finally, in a study of the Kv1.1α knockout mouse, the epileptic mice demonstrated a "pathologic" oscillation, which consists of a very high frequency oscillation superimposed on SWR-like events, again suggesting that the pathologic oscillations are derived from alterations to physiologic oscillations. 68 In the present study, we found a decrease in the rate of physiologic SWRs accompanied by the appearance of pathologic oscillations including IEDs and FRs and by increased firing of CA1 dPCs during the ripples, which is consistent with these three prior reports. Therefore, we propose that the network that generates physiologic SWRs is damaged during epileptogenesis in such a way that it is less likely to generate functional SWRs and more likely to generate nonfunctional pathologic oscillations, contributing to the cognitive impairment that is so prevalent in TLE.
| LIMITATIONS
In this study, diazepam was used to terminate behavioral status epilepticus (SE); however, EEG was not performed to ensure cessation of electrographic seizures. If the duration of post-SE ictal activity was different between animals, this may have been a source of variability in terms of seizure frequency and cell loss. Prior studies of the intraamygdala kainate model have demonstrated that seizures can originate from the amygdala or from the hippocampus, 55, 69 but these studies were done less than 6 weeks after the initial insult (ie, SE). Therefore, in our animals, we are not certain whether the seizure focus resides solely in the amygdala, or also in one of the subfields of the hippocampus. Clinical studies suggest that high-frequency oscillations (including FRs) represent a potential biomarker of epileptogenic tissue. [70] [71] [72] Therefore, future studies should be done to elucidate the precise location of the seizure focus in our model and determine whether there is a correlation between seizure focus and the different classes of SFIs.
| CLINICAL RELEVANCE
We have demonstrated in a chronic model of TLE that the occurrence of SWRs is significantly reduced. These ripples are crucial for memory formation. 8 It is possible that the reduction of SWRs contributes to the cognitive problems seen in patients with TLE, whose cognition worsens over time with continued seizures. 39 Future studies should determine whether IEDs and FRs are indeed pathologic versions of SWRs. Current antiepileptic drugs are not known to specifically affect the frequency of SWRs, 73 but the ketogenic diet may be able to modulate pathologic oscillations. 74 The restoration of SWRs to a physiologic state therefore represents an excellent target for the treatment of cognitive dysfunction, one of the most important comorbidities of epilepsy.
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